Low is the new High!
Top low cost carriers opt in for main stream IT solutions to soar even higher
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Comprehensive M&E / MRO IT solution for everyone!

The growth of no-frills, low cost airlines (LCCs) has radically redefined the concept of cost optimization in the airline industry. Even with cost per passenger-mile numbers trickling down and margins soaring high, top low cost carriers now turn to efficient IT systems to further streamline M&E/MRO operations.

Small or big, the Maintenance, Repair, Overhaul & Engineering (M&E/MRO) of aircraft are inherently challenging due to the complexity of aircraft and their subsystems, the criticality of each component, and the ongoing revisions from original equipment manufacturers.

Small and medium size airline operators have always been underserved by the Aviation IT arena. More often than not, small regional operators (fleet size < 15) opt for locally procured IT point solutions. Cost being the main decision maker, this segment of airline operators have never been able to leverage the benefits of main stream, full suite Aviation solutions.

The rising cost of aviation fuel and increasing competition is putting added pressure on airline and air-fleet managers to reduce costs through the automation of MRO and M&E functions.

For the first time globally, small operators will get access to adaptive, enterprise level M&E/MRO IT solution that is currently being used only by industry leaders. The product is Ramco Aviation Suite V5.6 and the segment enabler is a smart new delivery mechanism enabled by cloud.

The cloud hosted delivery model enables small operators to experience all the benefits of a comprehensive mainstream M&E/MRO solution for a nominal annual subscription fee.

Ramco’s Aviation suite is revolutionizing lean operations for LCCs: Inbuilt with real-time global warranty and parts tracking operators can save several millions in warranty cost and cut down AOG time.

Compatible with all iOS & Android devices, MRO operations can now be managed anywhere, anytime.

Intuitive line planning and execution drastically cuts down training time and processing steps.

Advanced reliability adapter enables reliability analysis at the ‘click of a button’.

Astra Airlines, Spicejet, AeroMexico Connect, Caribbean Airways, Jeju Air and Air Tahiti have immediately signed in on the product to take advantage of all the cost and operational benefits that comes with it.
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